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Habikino Play Park is a temporary type adventure playground that began activity as any group in March 1998. Until 2006, it had been a continuous holding of several days to a long vacation, from 2006, has been the “Petit Park” one of the infants parent-child playground every week, to deploy as a more mundane playground going on. In addition, from 2008, it was allowed to start the after-school playground with a focus on elementary school student called “Evening Park”.

Many of the staff has been composed of mothers with children of primary and secondary students. However, from about 2010, the quality of the playground changed because an activity location is narrower and an elderly person and a university student came to enter the staff. From the fact that overlap also other social situations, the mother of actors is no longer follow the can not be generational change.

On the other hand, some staff of the Habikino Play Park played a key role to make the environment that surrounded a child better and performed various actions. It is, events to learn the history, children's whereabouts development that are at home alone on summer vacation, and, is for the children of the policy, opportunity development that citizens discuss such.

The more we these activities, we reach to the conclusion that it is still essential to the activities of the adventure playground. It is this activity but is not limited to, because the thing you do not choose a person.

Infants and primary school students, teens and college students, and even parents and the elderly will be able to participate. A place to embody the diversity, and above all play because does not have a purpose. That there is a purpose is to seek efficiency also means avoiding inefficient. However, in order to human beings to live like a human being, the non-efficiency is also needed.

Although measures to the problem is also necessary, we, by throwing away those inefficiencies, would not we're newly created another problem.